How to Navigate through the UC Davis General Catalog

Step by Step Guide

- Using your browser of choice, search “UC Davis General Catalog” or the click the link https://ucdavis.pubs.curricunet.com/Catalog/home
- The first page to come up will be “UC Davis General …” as shown below (Figure 1)
- On the UCD General Catalog page, you’ll find a list of links on the left to resources and information assorted accordingly (Figure 2)
  - The most common linked resource on the catalog is “Departments, Programs, & Degrees” which outlines degrees offered in each department, courses in each department, and descriptions of each course

- Once clicking “Departents, Programs, & Degrees” you’ll be taken to a list of all departments at UC Davis arranged alphabetically (Figure 3)
- The tool bar above the list allows you to navigate directly to the first initial of your department of interest
- Using economics as an example, clicking the “Economics” link (Figure 4) will then direct you to a list of degrees offered in the department along w/courses (Figure 5).
- Choosing the last tab labeled “ECN Courses,” you’ll find a list of every course offered from lower division to graduate level economics (Figure 6).
Under the Bachelor of Arts tab you'll find a comprehensive list of major requirements from the UCD Economics General Track to each of the departments' specializations.